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Minelaying in enemy waters

Increasing toll of Axis shipping

During the past six months -the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force have

laid a greatly increased number of mines in enemy waters. The enemy's

shipping losses have been proportionately great.

Minelaying is necessarily conducted in secrecy, The enemy makes every

effort to conceal the losses which our use of this weapon has caused. It is

not in the public interest to disclose the exact extent and scope of our

operations. Nor can the number of enemy ships known to have been sunk by

mines be revealed. But it may be stated that the number of German and Italian

ships known to have been sunk by, mines fully justifies the effort expended by

the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force. There is good reason to believe that

for every ship known to have been sunk by mines at least one other has been

lost without information of its sinking having been received in this country.

The indirect effects of this campaign are equally important. The enemy's

resources of man power and tonnage are diverted to the operation and main-

tenance of large numbers of minesweepers. Our mines have also dislocated and

delayed the enemy's seaborne traffic. Traffic is thereby forced into areas

where it is often vulnerable to other methods of attack; the already over-

loaded German railways have to carry still more freight as the result of the

loss of supply ships#

Since the first operation by our minelayers, a few hours after the declara-

tion of war, minelaying operations have progressively increased and great
numbers of mines have been laid to protect our coasts and shipping. Mines

have been laid in enemy waters by aircraft of the Royal Air Force and time Fleet

Air Arm and by fast light craft and submarines. In those waters inaccessible

to our surface craft and submarines, increasing numbers of mines are being laid

month by month by aircraft of the Royal Air Force, Units of the Free French

Navy, the Royal Netherlands Navy and the Royal Norwegian Navy have joined in

these activities with distinction. Since the beginning of the war the number

of mines laid by our forces in all theatres of war runs into six figures.

As the result of the use of aircraft for minelaying, traffic in close and

coastal waters dominated by the enemy is now far more vulnerable that in the

last war. Every advantage has been taken of this fact. Aircraft have laid

mines in the Kiel Canal and in the closely guarded waters of the Baltic and

together with surface craft and submarines they have laid mines in all the

enemy's shipping channels from Norway to the Atlantic coast of France, In the

last six months many more minelaying sorties have been made by aircraft of

the Royal Air Force than in all the previous months of the war. In the last

fifteen months these aircraft have flown some 3,000,000 miles while engaged in

minelaying. It is known that minelaying from the air in channels inaccessible

to our naval forces has caused the enemy many heavy losses. Such constant

penetration of the enemy's defences has not been made without loss.

Unlike bombs, shells, torpedoes or depth charges, individual mines cannot

be aimed at specific targets. They must be laid in numbers to await their

victims* The degree to which our mines form a potential danger to the enemy

is a measure of the constant battle of wits waged by our scientists and

technicians, on the one hand, and by the enemy minesweeping organisation on the

other. To those engaged in the manufacture of mines and in the hazardous and

unspectacular task of laying them is denied the satisfaction of being

personally identified with any specific success against the enemy. Nevertheless,
whether in laboratory or factory, aircraft or minelayer, they maintain a front

on which their achievements, although invisible to themselves, cause the

greatest embarrassment to the enemy.


